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Message to
Jacksonville
In January 2013, the BRAINPOol project (www.brainpoolproject.eu) , which is
funded by the European Commission, recognized JCCI’s Quality of Life Progress
Report. It said that this document is effective in making “direct contact with the
people who can use these indicators and have influence in the community.” You
are holding one of the world’s best examples of how to measure changes in
society.
The twenty-seven indicators in these pages tell stories about Jacksonville’s
quality of life from many points-of-view. One striking story concerns effects
of the most recent recession. Those effects are still with us, as is evident in the
current unemployment rate. Slow economic growth in Jacksonville continues
to weaken the social and environmental fabric. Some holes in the fabric are
beginning to show.
The rate of verified reports of child abuse and neglect increased for the second
year in a row. The suicide rate increased. And tributaries of the St. Johns River
are less capable of supporting a variety of vegetation and more frequently
showing traces of harmful bacteria.
Taken as a whole, these indicators suggest that Jacksonville is at a critical
decision point. Like a worker who steps toward a new future by entering
college or university, the city is facing a question of whether or not to make
public and private investments in the future. Will we invest our time, money,
and energy in our children, our education system, and our natural environment
with its assets such as the St. Johns River? Or will we accept these conditions,
and hope for the best?
You can learn about your city and region, engage in decisions about its
future, and take action to preserve what you like and change what you
don’t. Make this report more than a story told with numbers—make it your
action plan.

www.jcci.org/indicators

www.jcci.org/indicators
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Despite a new calculation method for the graduation rate which excludes
GEDs and GED-based diplomas, the graduation rate increased for the sixth
year in a row.

More higher education degrees were awarded at area colleges and universities than
in 2010. Per pupil expenditures for public school students decreased. Adjusted for inflation, in 2010
Duval County spent approximately the same on students as in 2006.

Previous

Latest

Recent Trend

Duval Public HS Graduation Rate

63.3%

67.7%

WORSE SAME BETTER

Higher Education Degrees Awarded

10,906

11,108

WORSE SAME BETTER

Per Pupil Expenditures

$8,803

$8,648

WORSE SAME BETTER

Education Champion
We remain dedicated to constantly improving our educational system and promoting
lifelong learning throughout the First Coast.
~John Hirabayashi, CEO

Growing a Vibrant
Economy

$

In 2010 Jacksonville’s unemployment rate reached its highest since JCCI
began tracking it in 1983. As the economy improves, the unemployment rate
has decreased, and in 2012, it decreased to 8.8%.
Adjusted for inflation, per capita income in Jacksonville in 2010 increased from
2009. Activity at JAXPORT increased as well, as measured by tons of material
handled.
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Unemployment Rate
Per Capita Income
JAXPORT Tonnage (millions)

Latest

Recent Trend

10.6%

8.8%

WORSE SAME BETTER

$39,692

$40,139

WORSE SAME BETTER

8.1

8.2

WORSE SAME BETTER

Economy Champion
Developing a vibrant economy is the key to sustaining Jacksonville’s citizens
and essential in engancing our quality of life.
~Irene & Gaspar Lazzara

Lazzara

Family Foundation

Moving Around
Efficiently and Safely

Twenty-Eighth Annual Edition

Jacksonville Community Council Inc.

Achieving Educational
Excellence

Community Snapshot is an interactive mapping tool that allows you to have
full access to and control over how you view the indicators in your community. The
database provides information to measure a geographic region over time, in context
and comparison with progress in other geographic areas. Reports, graphs and
charts are customizable at the click of a button.
Community Snapshot is upgraded regularly, so keep checking back to see the
exciting updates we are working on. We offer quarterly training opportunities to
highlight all that these tools have to offer.
Visit www.jcci.org/indicators to take a snapshot of the trends & data in
your community today.

Almost two-thirds of survey respondents commute to work within 25
minutes or less. More than a third commutes to work within 15 minutes.
The rate of reported bicycle injuries and fatalities increased, suggesting roads
were less safe in 2011.
Jacksonville is the largest city in the continental United States in terms of land area,
and yet the average miles driven per week by JTA bus service declined in 2011.
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Recent Trend

Commute Time of < 25 minutes

65%

62%

WORSE SAME BETTER

Serious Bicycle Accidents
(per 100,000 people)

23.1

26.0

WORSE SAME BETTER

27,697

25,997

WORSE SAME BETTER

JTA Miles of Service

Learn More
Learn more about all 154 indicators that JCCI tracks and how we compare with other communities in Florida.
Visit Community Snapshot online at www.jcci.org/indicators.

Promoting
Social Wellbeing

Keeping the
Community Safe
We would like to thank the many people and organizations whose support and efforts
make this report possible.

Primary Funder

Our families are less safe and secure for children as child abuse and neglect
reports increased for the second year in a row. The rates of violent and
nonviolent crime in the community increased slightly in 2011. The murder rate
declined for the fourth year in a row. Since 2007, Jacksonville’s murder rate has
decreased 37 percent.
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5,106

5,149

WORSE SAME BETTER

Murder Rate (per 100,000)

9.0

8.8

WORSE SAME BETTER

Verified Child Abuse Reports
(per 1,000)

8.2

9.3

WORSE SAME BETTER

Index Crime Rate (per 100,000)

Northeast Florida is fortunate to have JCCI’s 28 Quality of Life Progress
Report to monitor the critical issues facing our region and help shape the
strategies that can create lasting, positive change.
th

This work is essential for directing our community’s resources and
responses to the most challenging community concerns, as well as providing a benchmark
to measure our effectiveness. United Way of Northeast Florida is proud to support and
acknowledge the vital analysis and trend data presented in the nation’s longest-running
community quality of life indicators program. Congratulations to the volunteers and staff who
provided the leadership to produce this outstanding product.

Barbara Gubbin
Coley Jones
Irene Lazzara
Fred “Fel” Lee
Julie Mason
Lisa V. Moore
Jason Parry

Susan Ponder-Stansel
Keto Porter
Grace Sacerdote
Ali Korman-Shelton
Brenda Simmons-Hutchins
Justin Spiller

Title Sponsor
The Community Foundation is committed to
building a better community through philanthropy.
We believe that philanthropy must be based on
values and recognize that reliable research makes
good decisions possible. The Community Foundation
congratulates JCCI for the exceptional and innovative work it does in identifying emerging
trends and presenting a clear picture of our community’s progress in this 28th edition of its
Quality of Life Progress Report.
We are proud to serve as Title Sponsor and to be a partner in this important work, along with
the United Way of Northeast Florida and the special Champions listed below.

~ Paul Perez, Chairman

Champions

Lazzara
Family Foundation

Preserving the Natural
Environment

JCCI - Jacksonville Community Council Inc.
2434 Atlantic Boulevard | Jacksonville, Florida 32207 | (904) 396-3052 | www.jcci.org

Water consumption in our community is up, as each JEA household used
an average of 205 gallons each day. St. Johns River tributaries such as
Pottsburg, Julington, and Hogans creeks met federal standards for water
quality less than two-thirds of the time.
Jacksonville again increased the acres of green space set aside as parks or
conservation land.

Previous

Latest

Recent Trend

Average Daily Water Use (gallons)

195

205

WORSE SAME BETTER

Tributary Compliance with Water Quality
Standards for Human & Animal Waste

65%

60%

WORSE SAME BETTER

Conservation/Preservation Land (acres)

84,781

84,895

WORSE SAME BETTER

Environment Champion
It is the responsibility of our entire community to maintain these essential natural treasures
for our future generations to enjoy.
~Kelly Madden, Wholesale Regional President

Previous

Latest

Recent Trend

Survey: Is Racism a Problem (yes)

49%

57%

WORSE SAME BETTER

Foster Children (per 1,000 children)

4.1

3.9

WORSE SAME BETTER

Unsheltered Homeless (per 100,000)

166

132

WORSE SAME BETTER

Sustaining a
Healthy Community
Infant mortality indicates the overall health of a community. The rate of
infant deaths decreased in 2011. New HIV cases in Jacksonville increased by
26 percent compared to the previous year. The suicide rate increased compared
to the previous year with the rate amongst seniors much higher compared to other
age groups.

Previous

Latest

Recent Trend

Infant Mortality Rate (per 1,000 births)

8.1

7.3

WORSE SAME BETTER

New HIV Cases

298

377

WORSE SAME BETTER

Suicide Rate: Seniors (65 and over)
(per 100,000)

14.4

19.8

WORSE SAME BETTER

Health Champion
Our community’s vision must be one of excellent, compassionate health care that is
accessible to all citizens.			
~Moody Chisholm, CEO

Enjoying Arts, Culture
& Recreation

Maintaining Responsive
Government
The 2012 presidential election saw 74 percent of registered voters
participate. Residents make their voices heard through an increased number
of neighborhood organizations.
Each year a local research firm asks Jacksonville residents: ‘How would you
describe your ability to influence local-government decision making?’ In 2011, fewer
respondents answered either ‘moderate’ or ‘great,’ compared to the previous year.

Previous

Latest

Recent Trend

77.8%

73.9%

WORSE SAME BETTER

Neighborhood Organizations

596

601

WORSE SAME BETTER

Survey: Can you influence local
government?

32%

28%

WORSE SAME BETTER

Presidential Election Voter Turnout

For the sixth consecutive year, the rate of children living in foster care decreased.

We continue our commitment to the social wellbeing of Jacksonville’s citizens by bridging
cultural differences and strengthening our relationships. ~Susan Ponder-Stansel, CEO

As a community, we must be dedicated to achieving a vision where all citizens live with the
peace of mind that they are safe and their families are secure.
~Michael Ward, CEO

2012 Review Committee
Greg Smith, Chair

The rate of homeless who do not enter a shelter and sleep outdoors decreased
in 2012.

Social Wellbeing Champion

Safety Champion

~ Connie Hodges, President

Terrance Ashanta-Barker
Martha Barrett
Nelson Bradshaw
Co’Relous Bryant
Lorrie DeFrank
Tillis DeVaughn
Dawn Gilman

For the first time since 1985, a similar percentage of whites as blacks think
racism is a problem.

Government Champion
Rayonier is proud to support the vision of a responsive government effectively serving
the needs of its well-informed and active constituents.
~Paul Boynton, CEO

Adjusting for inflation, the total amount of public and private spending for
the arts in 2011 was $33.19 per person in Jacksonville. This is up from 2010.
The number of visits to the Jacksonville Zoo increased from 2010 to 2011. After
six years of decreases in spending on Jacksonville’s public parks and pools,
the amount increased in 2011, when $18.11 was spent on park maintenance and
programming per resident.

Public & Private Support for the Arts
(per person)
Jacksonville Zoo attendance
(per 1,000 people)
Recreation Funding (per person)
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Recent Trend

$31.23

$33.19

WORSE SAME BETTER

797

896

WORSE SAME BETTER

$16.28

$18.11

WORSE SAME BETTER

Learn More
Learn more about all 154 indicators that JCCI tracks and how we compare with other communities in Florida.
Visit Community Snapshot online at www.jcci.org/indicators.

